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**Synopsis**

Master content from the textbook with this helpful study tool! Designed to accompany Murray’s Foundations of Maternal-Newborn and Women’s Health Nursing, 5th Edition, this workbook will assist students in understanding and applying material from each chapter in the text.
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**Customer Reviews**

A really awesome study guide! Through and helps solidify concepts presented throughout the book. My OB teacher used some of the NCLEX questions from the study guide in her exams so that was an even bigger bonus! If OB is not your forte then I would highly recommend you get the study guide and use it.

The studyguide has some helpful matching and multiple choice, but it is mostly short answer and essay, which is not the format used in nursing school. It was 50/50 in terms of helpfulness.

Wonderful tool for studying. Covers major points. Answers are provided for confident retention. Helps focus study. Excellent tool for use with text.

Great study guide! It takes the important information from each chapter in the textbook and turns it into questions. Very easy to read and understand.
Great study questions. Multiple choice helped me practice test taking

I disliked this book because all of the answers were written in the book and most could not be erased. That book needs to be discarded.

Received within time promised. Book is wrapped and brand new just like described. Very happy with purchase.

Came in as directed in the description and arrived as promised.
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